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Abstract: The automatic generation of sentences is a
domain of Natural Language Processing (NLP); it is
placed in the middle of computer science and linguistics.
This is a very complex discipline; the aim of this is to
create automatically correct sentences from a list of words
which can serve as the basis for such various applications
such as automatic translation, question-answering
systems, correcting syntactic errors and so on. In this
study, we present the use of the linguistic approach of
Chomsky’s minimalist grammar. We begin with the
elaboration of the lexicon that constitutes the essential
link of the generation. Then, based on this lexicon, we
treat the merge and move operations to build a
syntactically correct sentence.

INTRODUCTION

There are several grammatical theories such as the
Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) and the Minimalist
Program (MP) that offer a sentence structure that takes
into account the linguistic characteristics of the lexicon.
These two theories are born and developed within a larger
framework of Generative Grammar (GG) whose initial
postulate is that language belongs to the genetic
inheritance of the human species. Language is made up of
a number of elements that combine with universal
constraints  (specific  to  each  language)  in  order  to
develop universal grammar (part of human biological
knowledge).

The automatic production of text is studied as soon as
the research in computational linguistics is born. In the
1950s, several studies focused on the acquisition of
language, and Artificial Intelligence (AI) (Turing, 1950;
Shannon, 1948), as well as the publication of “syntactic
structures”   (Chomsky,    1957).    After    this   important

period of researches from the 90s- a new approach
remained at the core of Chomsky’s efforts to construct
grammars (Chomsky, 1995) has brought about a
revolution in this field.

The Minimalist Grammar (hereinafter referred to as
MG) is a formalization of Chomsky’s minimalist program
that currently covers much of the traditional syntax. It is
simple and intuitive to use and slightly context sensitive.
Despite the importance of MG, it has not aroused much
interest among grammarians in the Arabic language,
mainly due to the particularity and richness of this
language such as the absence of vowels in most texts, the
irregularity of the order of words in the construction of
sentences, the agglutination, etc.

In this study, we try to apply this linguistic theory in
the Arabic language in order to generate grammatically
correct sentences from a list of tagged words.

Aspects  of  the  Arabic  language:  It  is  assessed  that
about 290 million Arabic speakers are native Arabs from
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27 countries in the world (Aljasser and Vitevitch, 2018).
Moreover, Arabic is the language of the Holy Quran, it is
used by nearly 2 billion Muslims (Khan, 2018).

Arabic, like all Semitic languages (Amharic,
Aramaic, Maltese and Modern Hebrew) is characterized
by the use of certain schemas (word-forming models) that
make it possible to obtain words from abstract roots,
representing general semantic notions or precise
meanings. These roots are generally composed of three
consonants which constitute the basic units for the
formation of many words derived from this root “−˜Ÿ”.
The Arabic language is divided into two main forms: a
Classical Arabic (CA) that is totally diacritized, including
classical historical texts, ancient literary texts, etc. There
is also Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) which is the
official language today, including news, official
documents, etc. It is uncomplicated compared to the
(CA); both forms follow a similar grammatical structure.
In general, the words in the Arabic language are classified
into three principal classes:

A noun in Arabic is a word that indicates a human, an
animal, a place, an object or an abstract idea. Nouns are
the most essential part of the vocabulary. The noun is
divided into many subdivisions of different consideration,
namely:

C Genders (Masculine and feminine)
C Definiteness (indefinite and definite)
C Number (singular, dual and plural)
C Derivation (underived, derived, source of derivation)
C Grammatical case endings, a noun can be nominative

when it is the subject, accusative when it is the object
of a verb and genitive when it is the object of a
preposition

A verb is each word that indicates the existence of an
action which is linked with one of the following
subdivisions:

C Tense (past, present and future)
C Transitivity (intransitive, transitive)
C Moods (imperfect indicative, subjunctive, jussive and

imperative)
C Voice (active, passive)

A particle is among the three classes of the word
which has no meaning unless it is assembled with other
classes (noun, verb). The particles are divided into
operating particle “»¬¯\— ¼zn” such as “inna-²É” and
their sisters and non-operating particle “zÀ› ¼zn »¬¯\—”
as  answer  particles.  It  is  also  divided  into  specialized
for the verbs as exhortation particles “¿Œoc«[ ¼zn”
and  specialized  for  the  nouns  such  as  prepositions
“zk«[ ¼zn” and mixed such as coordinating
conjunctions “¡‘˜«[ ¼zn”.

The minimalist grammar: Grammar is a set of rules that
describes how lexical units can be joined to give a
meaningful sentence. Different grammatical formalisms
are available for natural language processing (here, in
after referred to as NLP) with different perspectives. The
majority of these formalisms work on the consequences
for the theory of the lexicon; however, the lexical
representation is distinctive for each of them.
Grammatical theories now become mathematically
precise in their description. Research in linguistics and
NLP has led to the conclusion that lexicon plays a very
important role in grammar (Stabler, 2004). The properties
associated with lexical elements are important and play a
central role in grammar. This idea has led to the
lexicalisation of grammar that is fundamental to
computational linguistics. Lexicalisation has brought a
number of terms in the linguistic domain such as
lexicalised grammar, lexical semantics, lexical conceptual
structure, lexical functional grammar and so on.

There are several formalisms of grammar in NLP that
have been designed without taking into account lexical
data, yet grammarians have deduced that the lexicon plays
a primordial role. Certainly, the version of Chomsky’s
syntax that is called the minimalist theory (Chomsky,
1995a, b) where the rules of grammar are minimal
compared to the lexicon which is the most important
source of information. The lexicon contains a maximum
of information, leaving less room for the grammatical
rules. One of the basic assumptions of minimalist syntax
is that the human brain has a language ability “the
language faculty” which is an autonomous system
exclusively dedicated to language (Chomsky, 1995a).

Chomsky (1995) initially called this genetic faculty
“Language Acquisition Device”, it is a human brain
mechanism that allows a child to learn his native language
naturally and quickly by stages such as the recognition of
sounds, then the phonological development, next the first
words and the development of the vocabulary, finally the
first sentences and beginning of the grammar. According
to Chomsky Universal Grammar (UG) is considered a
characterization of the pre-linguistic primary state of the
child (Chomsky, 1962).

The main questions guiding minimalist syntax have
become the theory of Principles and Parameters (P&P)
and have been in existence for about 30 years. According
to the theory of P&P, there are universal principles (a set
of laws) that underlie the basic architecture of any
linguistic system and parameters that govern the
variations that this architecture could manifest.

Chomsky has eliminated much of his
transformational generative theory. By abandoning the
notion of deep structure and surface structure, he
published his book the minimalist program (Chomsky,
1995b). The Minimalist Program is the latest version of
transformational generative grammar inspired by Noam
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Chomsky whose goal is to simplify the theory of syntax
and the knowledge of grammatical rules. The attempt at
simplification leads to the reduction of the number of
levels of representation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The components of the minimalist grammar
The syntactic features: The MGs consist of a lexicon
and structural construction operations that apply to lexical
items and trees resulting from these applications. The
elements of the lexicon are constituted of syntactic and
non-syntactic features (e.g., phonological and semantic
features) (Adger, 2003).

It is necessary to characterize these lexical items.
Indeed, Collins and Stabler (2016) define a lexical item in
the following way (SEM-F, SYN-F and PHON-F are
universal sets of semantic, syntactic and phonological
features, respectively), these three features are grouped in
substantive  elements.  Consider  the  diagram  given  in
Fig. 1 for the substantive element “a book-]\c§”:

The description of the substantive element above, the
phonological feature matrix (PHON-F) applies only to the
component that processes the phonetic characteristics,
among others, the pronunciation of the word “]\c§”, 
which  for  example  the  phonetic representation [kitab].
It could not be represented [kitabf] where we simply
ignore [f].

Semantic Feature Matrix (SEM-F) plays no role in
the grammatical process because it concerns purely
semantic  properties,  for  example,  the  word  “]\c§”  is
non-human.

The features related to syntax (SYN-F) determine the
morphological form of the objects. These features can be
defined as the characteristics that play a role in the
grammatical process (morphological or syntactic). They
also include categorical features such as noun, verb, etc.
In addition, they include the characteristics of the number
(singular/dual/plural), the gender (masculine/feminine)
and the person (which play a role in the syntax of the
subject-verb agreement). Grammatical characteristics also
include case endings such as nominative or accusative
cases and so on. We are interested in the syntactic
characteristics that are basic categories (Table 1), namely:

The selection features: The process of constructing a
sentence starts with the selection of a set of elements
chosen from the lexicon. These elements are “syntactic
head” which can be selected by other linguistic elements.
This is encoded by syntactic features, called selectors.
Table 2 gives some examples.

The selection of the functional elements needed to
verify features depends on the nature of the substantive
elements selected in the lexicon. Certainly, the substantive
categories   are  selected  by  functional  categories.  For 

Fig. 1: Schematic lexical input for “]\c§”

Table 1: The syntactic features
Features Designation
D Determinant
V Verb
N Noun
P Particle
T Tense

Table 2: The selection features
Selectors Designation
=D Selector of a determinant
=V Selector of a verb
=N Selector of a noun
=P Selector of a particle
=T Selector of a tense
… …

example, if a verb is inflected for the past, the
computational system must select the corresponding
functional line in order to check the tense of the verb.
Successful verification means that the relevant feature of
the functional category is deleted.

The operations: The construction operations of the MG
tree are merging and moving. They use the syntactic
features to generate a well-formed sentence for structural
trees.

The MG defines a precise formalization of the basic
ideas of Chomsky’s minimalist program. In order to
simplify the notation, we can also talk about the (unique)
feature of a tree which is the first syntactic feature of a
tree’s header list.

The merge operation: The most basic operation of
grammar is therefore, the mechanism governing the
selection. In an MG, this mechanism is the merge
operation (Collins and Stabler, 2016) that uses two
syntactic objects α and β and connects them into a single
syntactic object γ:

(1)   Merge , ,    

For any syntactic object α, β where α is a non-empty
selection list L = {A1, ...., An} such that A1, ..., An are
selection features and β is  a categorical feature:
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Fig. 2: An example of two merge operations

C α is the header of the tree
C α = {γ, {α!L, β}} γ is the projection of α
C if n >1 then L = {A2, ..., An}, else L = i

C  
 CAT cat

SEL L

   

Selection is the most basic syntactical relationship.
The capture of dependencies between morphemes, words
and sentences is the central task of any syntactic theory,
the difference between these units is the basis for linguists
to pose selection features. The merge operation adds trees
(lexical elements) using categories and selectors, as
shown in Fig. 2.

The features of the noun “v«¼” are:
C Category: N
C Selector: i (it has no selectors)

The features of the determinant “ª[” are:
C Category: D
C Selector: = N (it selects a noun)

The features of the verb “−§Ç” are:
C Category: V
C Selector: = D (it selects a defined noun)
C Selector: = D (it selects another defined noun)

In this example the first merge operation (1) is
between the name “v«¼” with the determinant “ª[”, as a
result, we have obtained “v«½«[” a defined noun with a
new category “D” without any selector, we say: a
projection relation of the determinant on the noun.

The second merge operation (2): the verb “−§Ç”
selects “v«½«[” as a defined noun, producing the merged
tree of the sentence “v«½«[ −§Ç”. The verb “V” is projected
immediately on the defined noun “D”. Therefore, the verb
is on the header of the tree describing a verbal sentence.
After  merging,  the  features  of  the  two  trees  are
removed (Fig. 3).

We notice that there remains a selector in the header
of the tree "= D", certainly this verb is among the normal

Fig. 3: Syntactic tree of two merge operations

Fig. 4: The third merge operation

Fig. 5: The result of merging “|_s«[ v«½«[ −§Ç”

verbs in the Arabic language which requires a subject and
a complement, here, the sentence is incomplete and it
lacks a complement (defined noun).

We can apply this approach to correcting syntactical
errors when a sentence is incomplete, so, we add a
definite noun to complete the sentence: The merging of
the phrase “|_s«[ v«½«[ −§Ç- ‘The boy ate the bread’”
becomes as follows (Fig. 4 and 5):
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Table 3: The different lexical features
The words/ ]zŒ¿ v«½«[ ºz¨«[
The features Hits The boy The ball
The header features [present] [D] [+Acc]
The selection features [=D] i i
Complementary features [-Acc] i i

Fig. 6: The PV1 merger

The move operation: In the minimalist syntax, the move
operation is driven by the morphology. This derivation
operation proposed by the MP consists of feature
checking, it is made necessary by the condition of full
interpretation which governs the phonetic and semantic
levels and which requires that any feature present at either
of these two interfaces be interpretable.

Sometimes  there  are  elements  that  contain  only
non-interpretable features; in this case, they can be
checked if they come into contact with lexical elements
that contain the same lexical elements with the same
functional features. The constituents are moving into
functional categories so that the non-interpretable features
of these functional categories can be erased by the
association of the interpretable features that correspond to
them. The moving mechanism is illustrated by the
following example:

“ºz¨«[ v«½«[ ]zŒ¿”
The boy hits the ball

The derivation of this sentence begins with the
selection of substantive elements, the verb “]zŒ¿” as
well as the nouns “-v«½«[” (subject) and “-ºz¨«[” (object),
each fully inflected by its particular morphological
features (tense and agreement). These elements have the
following characteristics (Table 3). The noun “ºz¨«[” is
merged with the verb “]zŒ¿” to form PV1 (the verbal
phrase). The noun “v«½«[” is then merged with PV1 to form
PV2 (Fig. 6 and 7).

The  verification  of  the  features  in  the  derivation
(Fig. 8) implies that the specifying  feature [= D] of the
verb  “]zŒ¿” is checked  in relation to the features of the
header [D] of “v«½«[”. The header feature of “v«½«[” plays 

Fig. 7: The PV2 merger

Fig. 8: The PT move

a role in the semantic part. However, the specifying
feature [= D] of the verb “]zŒ¿” does not play any role
in  the  semantic  interpretation  because  it  just indicates
that  the  verb  must  correspond  to  its subject. Therefore,
the specifying feature [= D] of the verb “]zŒ¿” is
deleted.

The complementary feature [-Acc] of the verb
“-]zŒ¿” is checked in relation to the header feature
[+Acc] of the noun “-ºz¨«[” which is defined by the
accusative case ending. A perfect match found and both
[+Acc] and [-Acc] features are removed.

The only feature that has yet to be checked is the
feature [present] of the verb “]zŒ¿”. To perform this
check, the VP2  is merged with the T header, carrying the
tense feature which gives the phrase category PT (a
phrase defined by a tense T). The verb “]zŒ¿” is then
moved to this check position where its tense feature is
checked.

Merging and moving are universal operations which
should give uniformity in languages and especially in the
Arabic language. This uniformity exists only in the
semantic  part.  In  fact, languages vary in their structure.
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The lexicon: Accepting that the organization of the
lexicon is an essential step in the whole process of
generating sentences. Indeed, the lexicalisation of
grammar specifies a basic role to the lexicon.

In order to achieve this objective, it seems necessary
to translate the minimalist grammar data in terms of a
structure in the form of a quadruplet MG = (Σ, LA, GF,
OP). Such us MG denotes the minimalist grammar, Σ is
the vocabulary, GF is a set of grammatical features, LA is
a finite lexical array and OP operation. The word x in the
MG can be expressed by the following equation:

( x )for i 1  

C x = [x1,…,xi] such x1, …, I0LA
C xi0GF = {+Sem-F, Syn-F, Phon-F,, i,} where “i” is

its index
C xi = {merge, move}

A lexicon is a finite collection of lexical objects
which is composed of either syntactic, semantic or
phonological objects such as SEMfSEM-F, SYNfSYN-F
and PHON0PHON-F. Example: Let the word (−§Ç-ate)0Σ

−§Ç
−§Ç[1]7+Sem-F[i]={[-human];[-animate];… }, Syn-F[i] =
{N; case[nomin]; gender[m]; nbr[p]; …},Phon-F[i]={},
−§Ç[2]7+Sem-F[i]={ tense[passive voice]; gender[m];… },
Syn-F[i]={V; =D; …}, Phon-F[i]={},
−§Ç[3]7+Sem-F[i]={ tense[past]; gender[m];… }, Syn-F[i]
= {V; =D; …}, Phon-F[i]={},

In  the  Arabic  language,  ambiguity  exists  between
the  principal  grammatical  categories.  Furthermore,  a
non-vocalized word can appear as a verb, noun or particle
(e.g.,               ).

Unfortunately, there are no previous works (that, we
have known up to the present) on the conception of a
lexicon (in all languages) containing all the inputs that are
syntactic, semantic and phonological. For Arabic which
is a Semitic language, its words are lexically very close to
each other with an editing error. Indeed, the average
number of neighbouring forms is 26.5% for Arabic, 3.5%
for  French  and  3%  for  English  (Zribi  and  Ahmed,
2003).

These clues allow us to arrive at two deductions, the
first is that the risk of making an error will be greater in
Arabic  than  in  other  languages,  the  second  is  that the
size  of  the  list  of  lexical  objects  will  be  very  large.
We  have  used  the  class  diagram  to  model  the
minimalist   grammar   of   the   Arabic   language
(Appendix A).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, we present the result of an experiment
for the  automatic  generation  of  a  syntactically  correct 
sentence from the following tokens (Table 4). We have
developed the merge algorithm as follows (Appendix B).
Figure 9 shows the result of this algorithm. 

We have put all lexical elements into one-
dimensional arrays with their grammatical and selector
features. In a first step, the algorithm looks for the
element that does not have any selector feature; in this
example, there are two, namely: “v«¼‘boy'” and “|_s”
'bread'”. These two elements can be selected by the two
determinants “ª[”. Then  the verb “−§Ç” selects each
category of the head is “D”. Finally, we get the following
sentence:

{|_s ª[}, {{v«¼, ª[}, −§Ç}}

We notice that the sentence can be generated
otherwise   if   the   input   “|_s   'bread'"   comes   before
“v«¼ 'boy'", indeed the sentence generated could well
become:

v«½«[ |_s«[ −§Ç-The boy the ate bread the buy

Even if the sentence is syntactically correct, it is
wrong  at  the  semantic  level.  In  order  to  remedy  this 

Fig. 9: The result of the merging algorithm

Table 4: Lexical inputs
Lexicon words The syntactic features The selection features
−§Ç [V] [=D] [=D]
ª[ [D] [=N]
v«¼ [N] i
ª[ [D] [=N]
|^s [N] i
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Word

-vocalized: String
-root: String
-unVocalized: String

*
Lexicon

-wordType: String

...

...

... ...

...
...

Selector

catSelc: String

+Select ()

*
Syn_F

-category: String

+Merge ()
+Move ()

Sem_F

-animate: boolean
-count: boolean
-human: boolean
...

+Transfer ()
...

Phon_F

-voiced: String
-Atr: String
...

+Transfer ()

...

Noun

-gender: String
-number: String
...

... ...

... ...

...

Verb Particle

-type: String

-transitive: String
-past: Boolean

problem, other features that have semantic roles ([+
human], [+ animated], [+ abstract], etc.) are necessary for
interpretation need to be added to the lexicon.

CONCLUSION

The evolution of minimalist grammar is in favour of
the main role of development of a lexicon which provides
all the necessary information may either be phonetic,
semantic or syntactic. Indeed, the use of this approach in
the Arabic language requires an important work in the
elaboration  of  a  dictionary  containing  all  the  lexical

input relating to grammatical, selection or complementary
features, which opens up a major research project in
Arabic Natural Language Processing (ANLP). 
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APPENDIX

Appendix A: The class diagram of the Arabic minimalist grammar

Appendix B: Merging algorithm of the sentence “|_s«[ v«½«[ −§Ç”
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